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SUMMARY
A recent airborne electromagnetic (EM) survey in Papua
New Guinea (PNG) has provided an opportunity to trial
systematic measures of data quality in a similar manner to
those routinely employed in airborne magnetic and
radiometric surveys. These calibration checks are
designed to demonstrate the integrity of the acquisition
system from a client perspective.
AeroTEM IV data were acquired over two project areas
in PNG during 2008/9, and a set of check flights were
acquired over pre-determined test lines in each area.
These were (a) pre-survey check flights and (b) repeat
check flights. Pre-survey check flights consisted of a
range of helicopter and bird manoeuvres carried out
along line to assess system performance under varying
survey conditions. These manoeuvres included: typical
survey-type flight, bird swing, speed increase/decrease,
ascent/descent, and flight at altitude with the transmitter
on and off. Repeat check flights consisted of acquiring
data along the same line at survey height and speed, at the
commencement of each sortie.
The 45 check flights acquired during the survey are used
to demonstrate the amplitude of noise due to aircraft
manoeuvre, and the detection of system error using repeat
data. Recommendations are made for the evaluation of
data quality consisting of the pre-survey and repeat check
flights listed above, plus a heading check. Spectral fast
Fourier transform (FFT) plots can be usefully employed
to identify unwanted noise sources. Inversion of one or
more lines of data from each flight is recommended to
check the geologic value of the data.
Key words: AEM, Quality, Evaluation, Acquisition,
Manoeuvre

INTRODUCTION
An airborne EM survey was carried out in PNG during 2008/9
using a helicopter-borne AeroTEM IV system. Seven blocks
of data were acquired in the Eastern Highlands Province
(EHP) and two blocks of data were acquired in the Tabar
Islands. Data acquisition was limited to EM data (Z and X
components), although a magnetic sensor bird was present to
complete the electronic circuitry.
The survey was flown at 150 m line spacing with a nominal
bird receiver height of 50 m. The waveform is a symmetric
transmitter on-time pulse of 2.833 ms (14% duty cycle) with a
base frequency of 25 Hz (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Schematic of Transmitter and Receiver
waveforms.
The transmitter loop radius is 6 m, and the system measures
the time derivatives of the secondary magnetic field (dB/dt)
with units of measurement nT/s (Sattel, 2006).
The purpose of the survey was to provide geological and
targeting information for porphyry Cu-Au exploration. This
included identifying resistive felsic intrusions, alteration halos
(phyllic, advanced argillic), chalcocite, and mineralised vein
sets. The survey blocks were selected to help prioritise
magnetic targets in high ranking project areas throughout
extensive exploration leases.
One of the objectives of the check flights was to determine the
effect of topography on the data quality. The survey areas
consist of rugged tropical terrains with the EHP blocks
ranging in altitude from 50 to 1850 m. The terrain in the
survey area presented a challenge to the helicopter and system
performance. The severity of the gradients can result in nonconstant drape height, speed changes and other manoeuvres to
enable the helicopter to stay on survey in a safe and effective
manner.
Standard industry practice for modern airborne magnetic and
radiometric surveys includes a series of calibration checks
designed to prove the integrity of the acquisition system from
a client perspective. Pre-survey check flights and repeat
check flights include heading, manoeuvre noise, parallax
error, radar altimeter, daily sensitivity tests, and daily system
resolution checks. A similar rationale was applied to the PNG
airborne EM surveys to trial systematic evaluation measures of
EM data quality.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Standard pre-survey check flights currently undertaken by
the contractor on the system at the field site include;
1) Two high elevation ‘background’ checks where an
internal 5 s wide calibration pulse in all EM
channels is generated to check that the gain of the
system remains constant and within specifications;
and
2
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2)

Repeat flights along a flat test line at 6 different
elevations (30-130 m) in order to ensure the
specifications of the radar altimeter.

An additional suite of pre-survey check flights were
requested by Barrick for the PNG surveys to assess the system
performance, including noise levels under varying survey
conditions. All flights were to be carried out along the same
test line on relatively flat and geologically homogeneous
ground, away from cultural interference such as power lines.
The following flights were requested to be flown following
mobilisation to both the EHP and Tabar Islands sites:
1)

At survey altitude (50 m terrain clearance or nearest
safe manoeuvre height)
•

Typical survey-type flight

•

Swing out left to right

•

Swing out right to left

•

Increase speed

•

Decrease speed

•

Ascend

•

Descend; and
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One approach to quantifying noise is to measure the noise
envelope of the late Z and X component off-time channels.
This approach is suitable for EM systems where a
representative portion of the terrain is sufficiently resistive
enough to allow the decay curves to approach noise levels in
the last time channel. The Z and X component on-time
channels can also be used in a qualitative sense.
System noise can be evaluated using flights flown at constant
height and speed. Typical survey-type flights with the
transmitter switched on (L1111 and L10000), and the
transmitter switched off (L30000), and flights at altitude with
the transmitter switched off (L7777 and L20000) satisfy this
criteria.
Signal acquired with the transmitter switched off is
representative of the inherent noise of the system. This was
found to be +/-15 nT/s in the Z-component, and +/-10 nT/s in
the X component last off-time channel (13.67 ms). Signal
acquired with the transmitter switched on is slightly noisier, in
this case +/-20 nT/s in the Z-component, and +/-15 nT/s in the
X component last off-time channel (13.67 ms).
Figure 2 illustrates the data acquired during several of these
flights, along with the optimised noise envelopes.
(a)
L1111 - Tx on, survey height, survey speed
Z Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s

2)

At altitude (>300 m)
•

With the transmitter on

•

With the transmitter off

Noise envelope
+/-20nT/s

X Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s)
Noise envelope +/-15nT/s

A total of 15 pre-survey check flights were achieved between
the two sites.
Bird height (m)

The typical survey-type flight can be used as a bench mark to
compare with the other manoeuvre flights, as well as with
routine survey data. Specifically, these flights can be used to
assess the change in EM response at varying altitudes, speeds,
and bird movement. It is anticipated that this assessment will
allow monitoring of helicopter and system performance.

Speed (knots)

L7777 - Tx off, at altitude, survey speed
Z Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s
Noise envelope +/-20nT/s

Daily repeat check flights at survey height and speed were
also requested along the designated test line, designed to
monitor any change in noise between excursions.
Approximately 60% of these types of check flights were
completed on the survey days and some flights also included a
flight at altitude with the transmitter off.

X Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s)
Noise envelope +/-15nT/s

Bird height (m)

PRE-SURVEY CHECK FLIGHT RESULTS
Speed (knots)
Speed increase

Seven pre-survey check flights (L1111 - L7777) along a single
test line 1.2 km in length were flown at the EHP area, and
eight pre-survey check flights (L10000 - L70000) along a
single test line 4 km in length were flown at the Tabar Islands
survey area. The locations of the test lines were selected in
areas distant from cultural interference, in relatively flat
terrain, and in areas that had been interpreted to be
geologically homogeneous.

(b)

Evaluation of system noise
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L20000 - Tx off, at altitude, survey speed
Z Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s
Noise envelope +/-20nT/s

X Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s)
Noise envelope +/-15nT/s

Bird height (m)

Speed (knots)

L30000 - Tx off, survey height, survey speed

In the EHP data the Z-component first off-time channel (0.09
ms) decreases from 2100 nT/s at 50 m height to 900 nT/s at
100 m height, dropping below acceptable noise levels (+/-20
nT/s) above 160 m bird height. This is important since target
responses of exploration interest in this survey area have
amplitudes as low as 300 nT/s above background in this
channel.
In the Tabar Island data the Z-component first off-time
channel (0.09 ms) decreases from 4000 nT/s at 50 m height to
2500 nT/s at 100 m height, dropping below acceptable noise
levels (+/-20 nT/s) above 340 m bird height. This is important
since target responses of exploration interest in this survey
area have amplitudes as low as 1000 nT/s above background
in this channel.

Z Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s
Noise envelope +/-20nT/s

Two examples are illustrated in Figure 3.
(a)
L1111 - Tx on, survey height, survey speed
Z Off (nT/s)

Geological responses

X Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s)
Noise envelope +/-15nT/s

X Off (nT/s)

Geological responses

Bird height (m)

Speed (knots)
Bird height (m)

Figure 2 Evaluation of system noise showing the optimised
last time channel noise envelopes for the Z and X
components for (a) EHP flights L1111 and L7777, and (b)
Tabar Islands flights L20000 and L30000. Note the
decreased noise in the flights where the transmitter is
turned off.

Speed (knots)

L5555 - Tx on, increasing height, survey speed
Z Off (nT/s)

It should be noted that although flights L1111 and L7777
were ostensibly flown at constant height and speed, there was
an increase in speed along a small portion of the test line.
These parts of the flights exhibit increased noise, and this is
particularly exaggerated in flight L7777.

Diminished geological
response

X Off (nT/s)

Diminished geological
response

Bird height (m)
160m
100m

Survey contracts should specify the acceptable system noise
level in the survey data as a noise envelope for a specified
channel. For this survey, the minimum specification was +/20 nT/s in the last Z-component off-time channel, and +/-15
nT/s in the last X-component off-time channel over a
horizontal distance of one km along line.

50m

Speed (knots)

The system noise can also be assessed using time series
analysis of the data flown at altitude with the transmitter
switched off (in this case L7777 and L20000). The power
spectra of these data will show a peak for any noise present
which can be subsequently checked for amplitude and source
(not carried out here).
Evaluation of amplitude change due to sensor height
variation
The effect of the helicopter system ascending and descending
can be assessed using flights L5555 (ascend), L6666
(descend) and L70000 (descend). The data amplitude appears
to decrease exponentially with increasing bird height.
(b)
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L10000 - Tx on, survey height, survey speed

Figure 4 Evaluation of noise levels due to speed change.
EHP flight L4444.

Geological responses

Z Off (nT/s)

This example gives a fairly extreme case of helicopter
acceleration and deceleration, and this would not be expected
to have such a large magnitude amplitude effect on survey.

Geological responses

X Off (nT/s)
Bird height (m)

Survey contracts should specify the optimum speed of the
helicopter within acceptable safe flying limits. The pre-survey
check flights can be used to determine the maximum speed at
which the signal increases above the given noise envelope.
These flights can also be used to assess the effect of
acceleration/ deceleration on data quality.

Speed (knots)

L70000 - Tx on, decreasing height, survey speed

Evaluation of noise levels due to bird motion

Z Off (nT/s)
Diminished geological
response

The AeroTEM system used for the PNG surveys does not
include actual measurement of bird movement, so the exact
location of the sensor cannot be quantified. The operators’
description of flights L2222 and L80000 however show that
the bird was deliberately swung from side to side along these
flights for the purposes of investigating the effect on the EM
data.

X Off (nT/s)
Diminished geological
response

Bird height (m)
340m
100m
50m

Speed (knots)

Figure 3 Evaluation of amplitude change due to sensor
height variation for (a) EHP flights L1111 and L5555, and
(b) Tabar Islands flights L10000 and L70000.
Survey contracts should specify the nominal terrain clearance
of the bird in meters, within acceptable safe flying limits. The
pre-survey check flights can be used to determine the
maximum bird height at which the signal attenuates.

A comparison of the on-time and off-time Z component
responses from L2222 and L80000 with their respective
survey-type flights (L1111 and L10000) shows that there is no
marked difference. Conversely, the on-time and off-time Xcomponent channels exhibit exaggerated low amplitude
responses.
Figure 5 shows an example using flight L80000.
L80000 - Tx on, survey height, survey speed, bird swing

Z Off (nT/s)

Exaggerated low amplitude responses

Evaluation of noise levels due to speed change
The effect of the speed of the helicopter system can be
assessed using the Z-component last off-time channel (13.67
ms). The noise envelope (+/-20 nT/s) is exceeded at speeds
above 45 knots (85 km/h) in both survey datasets. At 60 knots
(110 km/h) the noise increases to +/- 30 nT/s. In addition,
very rapid changes in speed appear to cause artefact anomalies
in the Z and X component (most significant in the X
component). Figure 4 shows an example using flight L4444.

X Off (nT/s)

Bird height (m)

Speed (knots)
Speed change related to bird swing

Figure 5 Evaluation of noise levels due to bird motion.
Tabar Island flight L80000.

L4444 - Tx on, varying height, survey speed
Z Off last time channel (13.67ms) nT/s
Increasing noise envelope

Z Off (nT/s)

X Off (nT/s)
Artefact anomaly due to rapid speed
change

Bird height (m)

Speed (knots)
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Although ostensibly flown at constant height and speed, flight
L80000 exhibits speed and height changes that are likely to be
contributing to the X component responses. This is a
complicating factor which precludes quantitative analysis,
however it would appear that bird swing has the potential to
cause artefact amplitude changes in the data. This is important
because this type of bird movement could be caused by wind
gusts, or by sudden aircraft movement to left or right (for
example to avoid obstacles such as trees).
Magnitude of bird swing will vary greatly depending on the
severity and orientation of the topography, and the altitude of
the survey area. Weather conditions should be monitored
during each flight, and the data examined on a flight by flight
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basis for unusual amplitude changes. A pattern should be
established between the weather conditions and the data
quality such that acquisition of bad quality data can be
avoided. If severe topography is creating obstacles that
require sudden lateral manoeuvring in to stay on survey, then
consideration should be given to altering the line direction of
flight.

flights L6666.47 and L6666.5.89, and Tabar Islands flights
L300.9 and L400.11. In addition, a qualitative comparison of
the amplitude data can be made for each component and
shows generally consistent amplitude and anomaly location
along the repeat flights (not shown here).
The power spectra of these data could also be usefully
calculated to check for consistency between flights (not
carried out in this case).

REPEAT CHECK FLIGHT RESULTS
Six repeat flights were flown at the EHP area (L6666.1-6), and
15 flights were flown at the Tabar Islands survey area (L100L1500).
Standard deviation of the last off-time channel (13.67 ms) in
the Z and X-components can be used as a measure of the noise
in the data on each flight (Aeroquest Surveys, Feb 2009b).
The mean and standard deviation for each flight are shown in
Table 1.

A repeat check flight should be flown at the commencement of
each flight sortie, along the same test line each time. Survey
data acquired following a repeat check flight which either
does not repeat previous flights (amplitude in each
component) and/or exhibits noise above specification and/or
shows unexplained and inconsistent frequency anomalies
should be treated as suspect until the cause of the above is
determined. Identified noisier sorties may need to be reflown.

AEM INVERSION
(a)
Flight
Number

Ch 16Zoff

Ch 16Zoff

Ch 16Xoff

Ch 16Xoff

(ver:flt)

(mean)

(std. dev.)

(mean)

(std. dev.)

L6666:47

29.4

23.9

19.41

15.04

L6666.1:53

-38.28

8.07

-19.22

3.43

L6666.2:70

7.87

10.77

-1.73

3.66

L6666.3:84

-13.36

13.35

-0.33

3.3

L6666.4:91

10.66

21.65

99.86

15.19

L6666.5:89

-3.42

9.81

-1.22

3.14

Another quality control measure that may be employed is the
use of error settings to allow for noise in the inversion of the
data (eg UBC EM1DTM). The noise floor that needs to be set
in order to return a geologically sensible result is especially
indicative of the practical use of the data for exploration
purposes since successful inversion requires good signal to
noise ratios.
This approach requires an inversion code that has the ability to
be run quickly and iteratively with a variety of noise settings,
or to automatically find an appropriate noise setting which can
then be checked with a cut-off margin (eg by using adTau).

(b)
Flight
Number

Ch 16Zoff

Ch 16Zoff

Ch 16Xoff

Ch 16Xoff

(ver:flt)

(mean)

(std. dev.)

(mean)

(std. dev.)

L100:5

4.7

3.79

1.2

1.26

L200:8

4.0

3.04

-0.7

0.77

L300:9

51.0

46.6

7.4

5.01

L400:11

30.2

29.17

7.5

4.62

L500:14

4.6

3.4

4.1

3.22

L600:20

8.1

3.72

0.3

0.85

L700:20

5.2

3.48

0.1

0.94

L800:21
L900:23
L1000:27
L1100:31
L1200:33
L1300:42
L1400:44

6.1
3.3
4.4
5.6
5.3
7.1
3.6

3.93
3.61
3.25
4.36
3.84
4.74
2.88

1.8
1.7
2.7
1.7
1.2
0.9
0.6

1.03
1.16
2.01
1.61
1.36
1.04
1.88

L1500:52

3.6

3.02

1.7

1.23

Table 1 Mean and standard deviation for last off –time Z
and X component channel 16 (13.67 ms) for (a) EHP repeat
survey check flights and (b) Tabar Island repeat survey
check flights.
Most of the flights show standard deviation within the
specified maximum noise envelopes, the exception being EHP
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following minimum recommendations are made for
consideration as standard industry practice in airborne EM
surveying.

1)
Pre-survey check flights should be made along a
single test line of >2 km in length in a consistent direction of
motion. One variation only should be made on each line pass,
keeping all other parameters constant (within acceptable safe
flying limits). These flights should include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Typical survey height and speed
Ascent of 100 m from survey height, at survey speed
Descent from 100 m to survey height, at survey
speed
Increasing speed from optimal survey speed (40
knots) to 70 knots, over 200 m distance
Decreasing speed from 70 knots to optimal survey
speed (40 knots), over 200 m distance
Swing bird to left and right, at survey height and
speed
Flight at altitude with transmitter on, at survey speed
Flight at altitude with transmitter off, at survey
speed

An additional recommendation is also made here based on
follow-up discussion with the contractor. A series of 8
heading flights should be made where each flight path has its
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central coordinates over the same mid-point. The transmitter
should be switched off and the bearings of this flight are 0, 45,
90, 135, 180, 225, 270, and 315. These flights should be
analysed to ensure that the noise levels are the same in each
direction.
2)
Pre-survey check flight data should be analysed
prior to acquisition of survey data to check proper
functionality, and to document the manoeuvre noise of the
system. Survey contract specifications should be finalised by
determining
•
the maximum noise envelope for specified
channel(s) in an area of low interference
•
the maximum bird height at which the signal
attenuates
•
the maximum speed at which the signal increases
above the given noise envelope
3)
Repeat check flights within safe working limits
should be made along a single test line of > 2 km in length
which is free from cultural interference and in geologically
homogeneous terrain. Flights should be made at the
commencement of each sortie, and in the same direction each
time. The check flight data can be used to monitor the
consistency of system data quality.
4)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Survey contracts should specify:
the acceptable system noise level as a noise
envelope for a specified channel(s).
the nominal terrain clearance of the bird in meters,
within acceptable safe flying limits.
the optimum speed of the helicopter
the acceptable deviation of the amplitude between
repeat check flights
that weather or movement related noise should be
monitored and documented
that unexplained frequency anomalies should be
documented and followed up
that re-flights should be recommended where
appropriate

5)
Height and speed of the system appear to be a large
factor affecting signal to noise ratios in the data. These should
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be monitored in the survey data and re-flights considered for
any section of survey line not meeting the following criteria:
1.

Subject to the terrain within the survey area, the
aircraft flying height should not deviate from the
intended flying height by more than 10 m over a
distance of more than 500 m

2.

Subject to the terrain within the survey area, the
aircraft flying speed should not deviate from the
intended flying speed by more than 10 knots over a
distance of more than 500 m

6)
Consideration should be given to the use of GPS
sensors or gyros to monitor the actual bird movement in
order to identify artefacts in the data arising from bird swing
or other motion.

SUMMARY
This evaluation trial demonstrates the effectiveness of a
systematic approach to assessing the performance on an AEM
system using a standard methodology both before and during
an acquisition program.
A number of recommendations are made for carrying out presurvey check flights and repeat check flights to ensure reliable
and interpretable data for qualitative and quantitative
interpretation.
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